Lean
Requirements
Workshop
Accelerate Your
Products to Market.
Capturing digital product requirements can be a messy business.
Traditionally, countless hours are spent by business analysts who single-handedly
create lengthy documents with complex requirements that are fraught with gaps,
misinterpretations, and inaccurate assumptions that are outdated the day they are
written. This activity can take hundreds of hours, which results in three things for your
business: high cost, low return and lost time. But it doesn’t have to be this way.

It’s time to get lean
The ideal way to capture requirements is through a

Key Workshop Outcomes:
1

A clearly defined business goal

2

A shared understanding of the business

3

Shared agreement on product scope and

4

An uncovering of hidden requirements

don’t. We use an Agile approach to achieve these key

5

A product release strategy

you to think critically about building the best digital

6

The minimum amount of requirements to

lean requirements gathering workshop. This day-long

workshop, facilitated by a Devbridge Product Manager,

User Experience Designer and Application Architect,

empowers business leaders to walk away with six key
outcomes.

This is all without having to generate any

documentation in advance—in fact, we prefer that you

outcomes quickly and efficiently while challenging
product for your users.

process, end users and their pain points
priorities

begin the design process

We prioritize conversations and collaboration
over documentation, replace time-consuming
documents with self-contained user stories,
and quickly create a shared understanding
around your requirements.
Workshop Requirements
The success of a lean requirements gathering workshop is

dependent on all client stakeholders being present. By attaining

a shared understanding, decisions are quicker, value is delivered

“

faster, and products are built in the right way for the right reasons.

Devbridge Group was able to
rapidly capture our requirements and
align multiple business units within LDC
around a customer experience strategy
on web and mobile.

All that is required to get started is a general product idea and

mission statement. Our cross-functional team of product managers,

designers, and engineers will work with your team to do the rest.

- Rick Brown

”

Head of Applications - North America
Louis Dreyfus Company LLC

Workshop Outputs
Through lean requirements, we are able to increase the accuracy of our

estimates, accelerate product delivery, and improve production success.

Story Map

User Personas

Release Plan

Project Estimate

A visual representation of

A definition of who your

A phased approach to

A transparent

their goals, challenges

market.

investment required to

your product’s scope and
priorities.

product is being built for,

and pain points.

releasing your product to

explanation of the

build and launch your
product.

For more information on how Devbridge Group can accelerate your products to market,
contact us on 312.635.4054 or visit devbridge.com.

